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Summary Information

Repository: Walter P. Reuther Library
Creator: Roberts, Linda
Title: Linda Roberts Papers
ID: LP001529
Date [inclusive]: 1990-1992
Physical Description: 0.25 Linear Feet (1 folder)
Language of the Material: English
Language of the Material: Material entirely in English.
Mixed Materials [Box]: Small Processed Collections, Box 16
[Folder]: 17

Citation Style

"Linda Roberts Papers, Box [#], Folder [#], Walter P. Reuther Library, Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs, Wayne State University"

Scope and Content

This collection contains material related to CLUW California Capitol Chapter, 1990-1992.
Arrangement

Material is arranged in 1 folder.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement

Walter P. Reuther Library

5401 Cass Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202
URL: https://reuther.wayne.edu

Acquisition

This collection was donated to the Walter P. Reuther Library by Linda Roberts on March 18, 1993.

Processing History

Processed and finding aid written by Shae Rafferty on October 19, 2018.

Access

Collection is open for research.

Use

Refer to the Walter P. Reuther Library "Rules for Use of Archival Materials."
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Related Materials

Coalition of Labor Union Women (LR000664); Coalition of Labor Union Women: Greater Boston Chapter Records (LR002430); Coalition of Labor Union Women: Metro-Detroit Chapter Records (LR001614); Coalition of Labor Union Women: San Francisco Chapter Records (LR001332); Coalition of Labor Union Women: Seattle Chapter Records (LR000782)

Controlled Access Headings

• Coalition of Labor Union Women (U.S.)